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The challenge by Frenicle to produce a certain perfect number led Fermat to discover 
what is now known as Fermat’s theorem. However, in this paper it is argued that the usual 
interpretation of this challenge, together with Fermat’s response, is flawed. o 1989 Academic 
Press, Inc. 
Le defi de trouver un nombre parfait particulier lance par Frenicle, conduisit Fermat 
a decouvrir ce qu’on connait de nos jours comme le theoreme de Fermat. Cependant, 
cet article demontre que I’interpretation de ce defi, et de la reponse de Fermat, est fausse. 
0 1989 Academic Press, Inc. 
Frenicles Herausforderung, eine bestimmte vollkommene Zahl zu finden, ftihrte Fermat 
zur Entdeckung des sogenannten Kleinen Fermatschen Satzes. Der Aufsatz zeigt, dag die 
ubliche Interpretation dieser Herausforderung und von Fermats Antwort dennoch fehlerhaft 
ist. 0 1989 Academic Press, Inc. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Fermat discovered his so-called Little Theorem [I] while investigating perfect 
numbers after a challenge by a fellow countryman. The nomenclature is particu- 
larly inept, since the theorem is one of the jewels in Fermat’s number theory, 
and indeed is fundamental to number theory as a whole. Perhaps this is why mod- 
ern authors have discarded the adjective “little” (see, for example, Edwards 
[1977, 231, Mahoney [ 1973, 2831, and Weil [ 1983, 551). 
The story of the challenge is well known, but deserves further study. Pierre de 
Fermat (1601?-1665) began his correspondence with the Parisian circle in 1636, 
and the letters containing the references to the theorem under discussion were 
written in 1640. From these first years there survive over 40 letters of which 
Fermat was either the writer or the intended recipient. Most of them involve 
Marin Mersenne (1588- 1648) or Gilles Persone de Roberval ( 1602- 1675); the chal- 
lenge, however, came from an enthusiastic number theorist, Bernard Frenicle de 
Bessy (1612?-1675). 
At the end of February or the beginning of March in 1640, Frenicle wrote a 
letter to Mersenne, which was passed on to Fermat in Toulouse [Fermat 1894, 182; 
Mersenne 1965, 1541. Most of this letter concerns magic squares, a subject to 
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which Fermat seems to have been unable to contribute, and in fact Frenicle begins 
by commenting that Fermat’s latest effort-contains little outside the works of 
Stifel, Spinula, and the old Clavicule [2]. Then, at the end, he suddenly switches 
to aliquot parts, and we have the following words: 
Et s’il trouve que ce soit peu de chose pour lui, qu’il vous envoye un nombre parfait qui ayt 
20 lettres [And if he (Fermat) finds that it is not much effort for him to send you a perfect 
number having 20 digits], ou le prochainement suivant [or the next following it]. . . . 
[Fermat 1894, 185; Mersenne 1965, 158] 
Fermat was away in the country when Frenicle’s letter arrived, and his first 
reply, via Mersenne, is dated 1 April 1640. In this letter he does not mention 
Frenicle’s challenge to find a particular perfect number. He concentrates on magic 
squares, commenting initially that he has never seen Stifel nor Clavicule and does 
not know what their works contain. (But what about Spinula?) 
His next surviving letter to Mersenne, with results for Frenicle’s eyes, is of 
uncertain date. The Oeuures of Fermat gives “mai? 1640,” while the Mersenne 
Correspondunce states that it was a little earlier, “vers le 20 avril 1640.” The 
section of the letter that comes down to us begins immediately with Fermat’s 
reaction to the problem: 
Je trouve plusieurs abreges pour trouver les nombres parfaits et je dis par avance qu’il n’y 
en a aucun de 20 ni de 21 caracteres, ce qui detruit I’opinion de ceux qui avoient cru qu’il y en 
avott un dans l’enceinte de chaque dixaine; comme un depuis I jusques a 10, un autre depuis 
10 jusques a 100, un autre depuis 100 jusques a 1000, etc. Ce qui n’est pas vrai, comme il 
parait par cet exemple: car depuis lO,OOO,OOO,OOO,OOO,OOO,OOO jusques a la dixaine suivante, il 
n’y en a pas un, ni depuis la suivante a la prochaine non plus. [I find several shortcuts in 
finding perfect numbers, and I say at the start that there are not any with 20 or 21 digits. This 
demolishes the conjecture of those who had believed that there was always one within the 
range of one power of 10 to the next; such as one from I to IO, another from 10 to 100, another 
from 100 to 1000, etc. This is not the case as is proved by this example: for from 
10,000,000,000,000,000,000 to the next power of 10 there is not one, nor from that power of 10 
to the one after.] [Fermat 1894, 194; Mersenne 1965, 2701 
2. FERMAT’S FAILURE TO SOLVE FRENICLE’S PROBLEM 
The study of perfect numbers goes back to the Greeks. In 
[IX, 361 we have a criterion for constructing perfect numbers: 
Euclid’s Elements 
If as many numbers as we please beginning from an unit be set out continuously in double 
proportion, until the sum of all becomes prime, and if the sum multiplied into the last make 
some number, the product will be perfect. [Euclid 1908, 4211 
In modern notation this says that 2”-’ (2” - 1) will be perfect whenever 2” - 1 is 
prime. This is a sufficient condition, but it is not yet known whether it is neces- 
sary. Certainly each even perfect number must be of this form, the first known 
proof of which was provided by Euler, although the result was suspected long 
before then [Dickson 1934, 193. However, Frenicle and Fermat must have been 
considering perfect numbers of Euclidean type only. This was the only known 
criterion for a perfect number, apart from the definition, and summing the factors 
of a 20-digit number would have been out of the question. 
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If 2” - 1 is prime then n is prime, but not conversely. The first eight perfect 
numbers are obtained by putting n = 2,3,5,7, 13, 17, 19, and 31, and the largest of 
these is 
2,305,843,008,139,952,128. 
Frenicle’s challenge was to find a perfect number “qui ayt 20 lettres, ou le 
prochainement suivant . ” The integer 20 could merely have been a round number 
which, on the face of it, seemed large enough to make Fermat do some work. But 
the perfect number corresponding to n = 31 has 19 digits, and it is clear that 20 
was chosen so that this answer would not be available to Fermat. 
Fermat’s reply appears to have led mathematicians astray. “11 n’y en a aucun de 
20 ni de 2 1 caracteres. ” He must have been well aware that n = 31 would not 
solve the problem. The next prime to consider would be n = 37, but this would 
give a number lying between 
94 x 1020 and 95 x 1020, 
a number having 22 digits. Hence, whether this is perfect or not, there is no 
perfect number of 20 or 21 digits. This is Fermat’s opening shot, but it does not 
answer Frenicle’s question. There is a certain ambiguity, but the phrase “ou le 
prochainement suivant” [or the next following it] surely refers to the (masculine) 
“nombre parfait,” rather than to the (feminine plural) “20 lettres.” Frenicle was 
asking for a perfect number of 20 digits or the next largest perfect number; he was 
not asking for a perfect number of 20 digits or one of 21 digits, as Dickson and 
Mahoney have stated [Dickson 1934, 12; Mahoney 1973,291]. Nor was he asking 
for a perfect number lying between lO*O and lo** as Weil has proposed [Weil 1983, 
541. The arithmetic of Mahoney and Weil is interesting [3]. 
Frenicle may not have been Fermat’s equal as a mathematician, but he was no 
slouch as a number theorist. He would have been perfectly aware that the ques- 
tion of a perfect number of 20 or 21 digits was trivial. The difficult part of finding 
large perfect numbers is the proof that 2” - 1 is prime or composite, and this, with 
n = 37, must have been at the heart of Frenicle’s challenge. 
In fact Fermat did go on to consider n = 37. There is some evidence that he 
initially thought that it gave a perfect number, and hence was an answer to the 
question. In a letter to Mersenne, not dated but thought to have been written 
about the middle of June 1640, Fermat wrote the following: 
Au reste, vous ou moi avons Cquivoque de quelques caracteres au nombre que j’avais cru 
parfait, ce que vous connoitrez aidment, puisque je vous baillois 137,438,953,471 pour son 
radical, lequel j’ai pourtant depuis trouve, par I’abrCgC tire de ma troisieme proposition [4] 
Ctre divisible par 223. [Finally, you or I have made a slip in some digits of the number which I 
had thought perfect, which you will easily know, since I gave you 137,438,953,471 for its 
radical, which I have since found, however, by the shortcut deduced from my third proposi- 
tion, to be divisible by 223.1 [Fermat 1894, 199; Mersenne 1965, 4171 
The 12-digit number given here is 2 37 - 1, and Fermat at one time thought that 
this led to a perfect number. It is possible that he communicated this opinion in a 
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lost portion of the letter from which we quoted earlier (“vers le 20 avril 1640”). 
Fermat tried to answer Frenicle’s challenge to find the smallest perfect number 
with n > 31, but he failed. The radical 2 37 - 1 has the factor 223 and so is not 
prime. The next value of n to consider is n = 41. There is no evidence that Fermat 
did test 241 - 1 for primality, but it would have been very surprising if he had not. 
Unfortunately, from his point of view, this is not prime either, but unlike the 
previous case, the proof would involve a great deal of work. Testing gradually 
increasing primes for divisibility is a laborious process which is alleviated only 
when the smallest prime factor is itself small (e.g., 223). The smallest prime factor 
of 24* - 1 is 13,367. This would have brought the case-by-case investigation to a 
halt, although it is interesting to note that the next radical, 243 - 1, has 43 1 as the 
smallest prime factor. The next perfect number is given by n = 61, and 26t - 1 is a 
prime number containing 19 digits. 
Frenicle’s opinion of the number 2 36 (2 37 - 1) is not clear. Weil thinks that the 
whole episode represented a carefully laid trap, into which Fermat almost fell 
[Weil 1983, 551. If it were a trap, and Frenicle knew that the number was not 
perfect, then Fermat actually did fall in (“nombre que j’avais cru parfait”), before 
hastily pulling himself out, perhaps with some assistance from Frenicle and cer- 
tainly with the help of Fermat’s theorem [5]. 
NOTES 
1. Fermat’s theorem is usually expressed in the form 
(y-l SE 1 (mod p). 
where p is a prime not dividing a. But Fermat actually proved more than this. Given any positive 
integer a and any prime p not dividing a, then p divides a” - I for some positive d, the least such d 
divides p - 1, and if p divides afl - 1, then n is a multiple of d. In a letter of 18 October 1640 to Frenicle, 
Fermat states this result and adds, ‘je vous envoierois la demonstration si je n’apprehendois d’etre 
trop long” [Fermat 1894, 2001. 
2. Frenicie hints at Michael Stifel’s Arithmetica integra (Nuremberg, 1544), and Franciscus Spinu- 
la’s Mediolanensis de intercalandi ratione corrigenda et de tahellis quadratontm numerorum a Pytha- 
goreis dispositorum, ~L(YK&T~~ULS (Venice, 1562). “La vieille Clavicule” has not been identified 
[Fermat 1894, 1821. 
3. Mahoney [ 1973, 2901 initially claims that Frenicle is asking for a perfect number of 20 digits, but 
Fermat’s reply encourages him to include 21 digits also. His range of values of n for 2”-‘(2” - I) to 
have 20 or 21 digits is 32 I n 5 37 [Mahoney 1973.2911. The correct range is 33 5 n 5 35. Weil [ 1983, 
541 regards the numbers 20 and 21 as referring to powers of 10, even though Fermat actually writes out 
IOr as 20 digits. For Weil, then, n must satisfy 34 I n I 37. Presumably this interpretation was 
conceived solely to allow n to reach the crucial value of 37. 
4. Fermat’s [1894, 1981 third proposition is a special case of the general theorem. It states that all 
prime factors of 2~ - 1, where q is prime, are of the form I + 2kq, where k is an integer. By the general 
theorem, if p is prime and p divides 2” - 1, where d is minimum, then d divides q, and hence d = q. But 
the theorem also tells us that d divides p - 1, and thus p = 1 + ql, where I is even since p is odd. 
5. Because all prime divisors of 2 37 - I are of the form 1 + 74k, the first few numbers to check for 
divisibility are 75, 149, and 223. The first of these is not prime and so can be discarded. The second is 
prime but does not divide 2 I7 - I. The third is prime and does divide 2’7 - I. Without Fermat’s 
theorem, 47 primes would have had to have been checked. 
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